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ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS MEASURES

FOR CERTAIN MAPS OF AN INTERVAL

by MICHAL MISIUREWICZ*

o. Introduction

Dynamical properties of mappings of an interval into itself are intensely studied

from both < c theoretical " and c< experimental5? (numerical experiments) points of view.

One of the most important theoretical problems (but also closely related to the problem

of reliability of numerical results) is to establish for which mappings there exist invariant

probabilistic measures, absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, how

many of them, and what are their ergodic properties. The aim of this paper is to answer

these questions for a certain class of mappings. They are essentially the piecewise

monotone mappings with non-positive Schwarzian derivative, no sinks and trajectories

of critical points staying far from critical points (the exact conditions can be found in

section 3: conditions (i)-(vi)). For a slightly similar class of mappings M. Jakobson [3]

proved the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure. Our technique

is quite different and it enables us to obtain much information about our measuies.

After the preliminary results of Sections 1-5, we prove the main theorems (theo-

rems (6.2) and (6.3)) in Section 6. For a mapping from our class, there exist a finite

number (but at least one) of ergodic invariant probabilistic measures, absolutely conti-

nuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Their densities are continuous on an

open dense set. Images of every finite measure, absolutely continuous with respect to

the Lebesgue measure, under nk-th iterations of the mapping (for a certain k), converge

strongly (as n->co) to a linear combination of those measures. The mapping with

every one of those measures is a skew product of a permutation of a finite set (in the

base) and an exact transformation.

In Section 7 we show that for most widely considered one-parameter families

of mappings (like ^1-^40^(1—^)), our conditions ((i)-(vi)) are satisfied for a set of

parameters of power the continuum. The question, whether the measure of this set

of parameters is zero or positive, remains open. However, there is some evidence that

* This paper was written during the visit to the Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques. The author gratefully
acknowledges the hospitality of I.H.E.S. and the financial support of the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk for the visit.
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it is zero for generic families. Namely, it can be decomposed into a countable union

of subsets, each of them arising from a point " running through 9? a Cantor set, which

also depends on a parameter (one of these subsets is considered in Section 7). This

Cantor set has always measure zero and there are reasons to believe that our point(< runs

too fast " to stay in this Cantor set for a time of positive measure (in a generic case) (1).

In sections 8 and 9 we study the problem; when is the measure-theoretical entropy

(computable in numerical experiments as a characteristic exponent) equal to the topo-

logical entropy, which measures complexity of dynamics from the topological point of

view? The answer for the maps of our class is: almost never (we obtain infinitely many

independent necessary conditions).

The proof of the main results bases on the properties of the Schwarzian derivative.
/"' 3//"\2

It is defined as Sf= — — -j — j and the idea of applying it to mappings of an interval
J \J /

belongs to D. Singer [10]. Two main properties are:

( J ) &
{f^g)==(g

f
)

2
'^fog)+^ and consequently if S/<o and Sg<_o then

^y0^0- In particular, if Sf<_o then S^^o for all n^o.

(2) If S/^<o then is convex on the components of the complement of

the set of critical points (see (3.1)) and consequently, I/'] has no positive strict local
minima.

One can find examples of mappings with negative Schwarzian derivative for

example in [10] and [5], and more properties of these mappings in [2].

With some additional work, it is possible to generalize the result of the paper,

replacing the hypotheses C3 and S/^o by C1 with/' Lipschitz and convex on

the components of the complement of the set of critical points of/(i.e. on the components
of I\A).

Throughout the whole paper we denote by X the Lebesgue measure, by/" the
n-th iterate of/, and by E the closure of E.

I would like to acknowledge very helpful discussions with J. Guckenheimer and
Z. Nitecki.

i. Stretching far from critical points

In this section, I will be a closed interval, U and V two open subsets of I consisting

of a finite number of intervals each, and such that U contains the endpoints of I and

UuV==I, and /:V->I will be a continuous mapping.

(1) Recently Jakobson proved that the absolutely continuous invariant measures exist for a set of parameters
of positive measure ((< Absolutely continuous invariant measures for one-parameter families of one-dimensional
maps ", to appear in Commun. Math. Phjys.). His set of parameters is much larger and his arguments seem to confirm
our conjecture.

18



ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS MEASURES FOR CERTAIN MAPS OF AN INTERVAL 19

We shall call an open interval JC V a homterval if for all positive integers ^/"maps

homeomorphically J onto its image. We shall say that / has no sinks if there does not

exist an interval J C V and a positive integer n such that /n maps J homeomorphically

into J.

Lemma (i. i). — If f has no sinks and] is a homterval^ then the intervals^], n==o, 1 ,2 , ...,

are pairwise disjoint.

Proof. — Suppose that for some n>_o and A>o, ^(J) andy714'^) are not disjoint.

Then for every p>_Q, /^^(J) and y^^+^^J) are also not disjoint. Therefore, the
00

set K== U ./""^(J) is an interval. For every p the map
p=o

f =(f^^^\\^fM \-i
/"-^(J) \ |j/ \ J/

is a homeomorphism, and thus f^ is a homeomorphism. But ./^(K) C K and hence

f has sinks. • K

Notice that any image of a homterval is also a homterval.

The following theorem may be considered as a generalization of the Denjoy theorem

for a circle. It was proved by Z. Nitecki.

Theorem (1.2). — Let f have no sinks, be of class G1, f\x)^o for all xeV and log \f/ [

be a Lipschitz function on components ofV. Then for every homterval J there exists m^>o such

that f^CV.

Proof. — Denote the Lipschitz constant of log |y| by y. We shall show first:

(i. i) If K is an interval such that f^ is defined on K then:

s"p|(/')'l .-,

^^(Trr^.^1™'
K

Indeed, if a, beK. then we have:

\(fny(d\\ n~l

log /4 wr^o[log {ff{fkw{ ••log i^v^))!^
Since the sety^K) is an interval and is contained in V, it is contained in some component

of V. Hence:

log|//(/^))|-log|//(/^))|^Yl^-&I^Y^/?),

and we obtain (1.1).

Set p==dist(I\U, I\V). Since the sets I\U and I\V are compact and disjoint,

we have |B>o.

19
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Suppose that there exists a homterval J such that ^01)^4=0 for every n>_o.

We claim that:

(1.2) there exists n^ such that for eacli n>n^ every homterval containing^ (J)

is disjoint from U.

Suppose that (1.2) is false. Then there exist n'^o, k>o and homtervals K. and L

such that /"(J) C K, fn+k
{J) C L and both K and L contain the same endpoint of some

component of U and a piece of U adjacent to this endpoint. Then the interval KuL

is a homterval and f
k
{'K. u L) intersects KuL. This contradicts Lemma ( i . i). Hence

(1.2) is true.

Let M be a maximal homterval containing/^(J). By (1 .2) we have:

(1.3) For each n>o every homterval containing/^M) is disjoint from U.

Now take an open interval L containing M, not equal to M and such that:

(••<' î)'-"^-
We shall prove by induction that for every k'.

(I •5) HfW) <^)+I and /' L is a homeonlorPhism•

For A = = o it is obvious. Suppose that (1.5) holds for k==o, i, . . . , n—i. We then

have ^(/^V^M^-^^/^M))^. From this, (1.3) and the definition o f ?
X(l)

it follows that f
k
(L) CV for A==o, . . ., n—i. Hence (since L is an interval),/^ is

a homeomorphism. By (1.1) and Lemma (1.1) we obtain:

^(L)) _ __ XC/^LVM)) ̂  X(L\M) fS^

n/W)
 1

 HfW) X(M)

. P ,,^^^(^^)WM^J_/[(^+^^

-W) -^(D ^y
This ends the proof of (1.5).

Since/n is a homeomorphism for each n >o, L is a homterval. This contradicts
L

the maximality of M. •

Theorem (1.3). — Let fhave no sinks, f be of class C3, f\x)^o for all xeV and

S/<o. Then there exists m>_\ such that, if f^x^^U for j=o, ..., m—i, one has

K/TWI^.

20



ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS MEASURES FOR CERTAIN MAPS OF AN INTERVAL 21

Proof. — Suppose that for every n^i there exists x^ such that:

(1-6) K/T^)!^

and

(^•7 ) /^U for j=o, . . . ,7z- - i .

Take the maximal open interval J^ containing ̂  and such that /n is defined on J^. The

point x^ divides J^ into two subintervals. Since S^^o, on one of these subintervals

we have K/^'l^i. Denote this subinterval by L^. By the maximality ofj^, there
exists k(n)<n such that

(1.8) ^^(LJ has a common endpoint with some component of V.

We claim that:

(1.9) X(LJ->o as n-^co.

If not, there exists a sequence (^"Li, ^el and s>o such that n,->oo and
x
ni~

>X
Q

 as ^->005 ^(L^)^"8 fo3^ every i, and all intervals L^. are on the same side of ^..
For every j we have f^x^^U if ^>j and hence /^o^U. But one of the inter-

vals {XQ—Z, Xo) and {XQ, XQ+Z) is a homterval, which contradicts Theorem (1.2). This

proves (1.9).

By (1.6) we have ^(/^LJ^^LJ, and therefore:

(i. 10) ^fn'~k{n\fkw(^n))) -^o as n-> oo.

In view of (i .8) and the fact that /^(^J^ll, /^(LJ contains some component

of the set UnV. Hence, there exists a component K of UnV and a sequence (^"Li

such that 7^-^00 as i->co and f^ (L^.) D K for every i. From (1.10) we get

^(/^-^(K))-^ as i-^oo and therefore:1

(1.11) ^—A(^)->oo as z—^oo.

Let <3 be some point of condensation of the sequence (/^^(A^.))^. Since

/V^^^U for rii-k{n,)>j, we obtain in view of ( i . n):

(i. 12) f^a) <^U for every j.

Let M be the minimal open interval such that Ku{a}CM. Then, by (1 .11)3 M is

a homterval. This contradicts (1.12) and Theorem (1.2). •

2. Estimates I

We want to obtain estimates, which enable us to prove the convergence of the

images of the Lebesgue measure to an absolutely continuous measure. In particular,

we want to estimate measures of inverse images of neighbourhoods of the set of critical

values of/^ First we shall deal with the part of estimates which can be done in the

context similar to that of Section i.

21
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In this section U is an open subset of I consisting of a finite number of intervals

and such that the endpoints of I belong to U. We denote by /: I\U->I a map of
class G1 such that:

(2.1) |/'|^a>i

and the function log|/'| is Lipschitz on the components of I\U, and by B a subset
of I\U such that /(B)CB and:

(2.2) p=dist(B,U)>o.

Define E^={A:eI ^(A^U for k=o, ..., n—i} (notice that E^ is a domain of/").

Now fix an element a of B and a number ^e[o, i) and define:

, , [\x—a\~^ for x>a,

^[o for ^a,

, . (\x—a\~^ for x<a,
or 9W- . ^

[o for x>_a.

Proposition (2.1). — There exist constants (independent on a and on whether supp <p is

to the right or to the left of a) 7]e(o, i), Se(o, i), 6>o such that for every n>_o\

(2.3) W^X(I),

(2.4) J^r^+W.

Proof. — We can, instead of U, take a slightly smaller set and extend / onto the

complement of this set in such a way that all hypotheses still hold (perhaps a will be

slightly smaller and the Lipschitz constant of log]/'[ slightly larger) and also the image

of every component of the domain of/ is the whole interval. The new sets E^ will be

perhaps slightly larger, but at least not smaller. Therefore we may simply assume

that the image of every component of I\U under/is the whole interval I.

We shall first prove (2.3). Let K be a component of Ey^ let y be a Lipschitz

constant for log|/'[. By the same aiguments as in the proof of Theorem (i .2), ( i . i)

holds. By (2.1) we have XW^/^K))^-^/^)), and thus:

"S ̂ (/TO)^!)^ 0^-^(1) S a-^-^.
&=o k=o j=i a—I

YX(I)

Set S^^""1. In such a way we obtain:

S"Pl(/")'l

('•" iJW)7!̂ -

22



ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS MEASURES FOR CERTAIN MAPS OF AN INTERVAL 23

We have /^K)^! and /"(K^E^^U. Therefore X(I)^X(K)inf| (/")'[ and

W^K^^supK/^l. By (2.5) we get: K

\K) ^ X(K\E^), ^U)igfK/TI^ ,(U)

X(KnE,+,)-1 ' X(K) - ' 'XWsupK/^' l-^SxW
K

Set 7]=——."Tm- Clearly O<Y]<I . We have X(KnE^+i)^7]X(K) for every compo-
I+A(U)

'8X(I)

nent K o f E ^ . Summing over components ofE^, we get ^(E^i)<^y].X(EJ. Hence,
by induction we obtain (2.3).

Now we shall prove (2.4). Since /(B)CB, we have BCE^ for all n. For

k=o, i, 2, ..., denote by J ;̂ the component of E^nsuppcp containing a. One of

the endpoints ofj^; is a; denote the other one by a^. We have:
n-l

(2.6) E,nsupp9^UH,uI

where H,=E^n(J,\J^i).

The endpoints of/^J^i) are /^(^eB and //i;(^+l)eU. From this, using (2.2)

(which is clearly true also for subintervals of K instead of K) and (2.5), we obtain:

P ___(B__ (B

^"^^'^sapl^'l^supK/Tl^Sinfl^r
JA+I h ^

Consequently, since /^(H^) C//i;(EJ CE^_^, we have:

(,.7) J^^H.)̂ ^ !̂"-̂ !-1

^ME.-jr'yf'rfK/'i'D'-'^i—tdtr'y^-i'.
3
k

Since \a-^\<\\f\a)-f\a^\<^-, we have:
oc a

r ri<»-oj i fxfi^1"^(2.8) ^x= ;^^=_[^ji-^<m^(^-^.
Jj^ Jo i — ^ i—c,

Set ^max^,^-1) and 6=max(x(I)r^S (X(I))1"0).

Clearly, o<^<i and 6>o. Now (2.4) follows from (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8). •

3. Estimates IE

In this section (and the next ones) I will be a closed interval, A a finite subset

of I, containing its endpoints, and /|I\A->I a continuous map, strictly monotone

on components of I\A.

23



24 M I C H A L M I S I U R E W I C Z

Sometimes (especially in later sections) we shall pretend that / is defined on the

whole of I. When speaking about ̂ [x) for an x such that^ is in fact not defined at x,

we shall mean a one-sided limit (it is usually clear which one).

However, in order to be more rigorous, we introduce (and sometimes use) the
following notations:

/^
I = I x { + , —}\{(left endpoint of I, —), (right endpoint of I, +)},

13{X, +)=^+, l3(^ -)=X_,

/: t->i given by/(^£)=(^£')

where x ' is a limit of/( y) as y tends to x from the ng l 1 £ — and e'=£ if and
[left if £ = = — ]

I T / - , . . . rirfit if e == +)
only if/preserves the orientation in a , , 1 neighbourhood of x. If xel

left if £ = = — °

then x is its first coordinate (i.e. {y^={y_)"=y). We set A=In(Ax{+,—}) .

If the reader becomes confused about the use of the above notations, he can^always

think about the case of/ continuous and omit all -'s and -'s.

Now we make further assumptions on/.

(i) / is of class C3,

(ii) /'+o,

(iii) S/^o.

Consider / on a component of I\A. Set ^ = —-===. We have*
v\f'\'

g'^-1-/-^g ^ g ^ , ,

," I/ \lf"\\ f'"f'-U"Y\ i ./.g ^A^Af7]+g (/T r-^
Hence:

(3.1)
^ \" s/

This means that (iii) is equivalent to the following condition:

(iii') —— is convex on components of I\A.

From this it follows that one-sided limits of/' at the elements of A exist. We

shall denote them as/' at the corresponding points. Clearly/' exists also outside of A.

(iv) If fP{x)=x then (/̂ PI.

24



ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS MEASURES FOR CERTAIN MAPS OF AN INTERVAL 25

From (iv) it easily follows that/has no sinks. Indeed, ifj is a subinterval of I

and /n maps homeomorphically J into itself, then there exists a point ^ejx{+, —}

with f
2n

{x)=x and (/2n)' '{x)<i.

(v) There exists a neighbourhood U of A such that for every aeA and n^o,

(/^))'eAu(I\U).

(vi) For every aeA there exist constants 8, a, <o>o and u>o such that:

^--^I^I/'WI^I^-^

({a,a+S) if a=a^.,
for every ^e

[ ( a — 6 , f l ) n a==a_.

Taking smaller a and larger co we can obtain the above inequalities on the whole

corresponding component of I\A. Clearly (vi) is satisfied if/ has non-zero one-sided

derivatives (first, second or higher) at all elements of A.

We make also two additional assumptions:

(vii) |/'|>i on I\U,

(viii) if aeA is a periodic point for/ then it is a fixed point for/.

Lemma (3.1). — If/satisfies conditions (i)-(vi) then some iterate satisfies conditions (i)-(viii)

(perhaps with a different set A).

m-i

Proof. — Let m^i, /^/^ A== U /"^A). It is easy to see that (i)-(vi) are
f e = = o ' ^ w-1

also satisfied by/ A instead of/ A. In (v) we take U=^ U /"^(U) instead of U.
k=0

In (vi) we use a simple computation showing that if a^^^^^co^1 for t = = i , 2,

this is also true for i=^ with some 03, (03, u^ where ^3 ==giog^ (we can take:

^^l+lK^+l)--!).

It is also clear that if/satisfies also (vii) (resp. (viii)) then so does/

Now it remains to show that if/satisfies (i)-(vi) then some iterate satisfies (vii)

and some (perhaps an other) one satisfies (viii). But the first fact follows from

Theorem ,(i .3) and the second one is trivial (notice that an image of a periodic point

is periodic). •

Set: A^={aeA:f{a)=a}, A^=A\A^ C^-U/^A), C^U/^A), B==C.

For a measurable function 9 on I we denote by <pX the measure which is absolutely

continuous with respect to X and with the density (i.e. Radon-Nikodym derivative) 9.

For a measure [L and a map ^, 5*((i) denotes the image of [L under g, i.e. a measure

such that for every measurable set E:

(3.2) (^KE^Qr^E)).

25
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26 M I C H A L M I S I U R E W I C Z

For an absolutely continuous map g, g^ denotes its Perron-Frobenius operator, i.e. for

a measurable function y:

(&(?)) .̂ ^M.

Notice that by (3.2), J^)9^^^9^-

It is easy to check that we have (if g is differentiable):

,.(,)(.)= s -^
v e rW | g[y)\

Proposition (3.2). — If/satisfies (i)-(iii) then for every A"eI\G^:

(3.3) /;(i,)W<,. x w ,
dist(^, GJ

n-l

Proo/. — Let J be a component of the set on which /n is defined (i.e. I\ U y'^A)).

The set/^J) is an interval; denote it by (a, b). Set g^f" . The map g is a homeo-
j

morphism and Sg>_o. By the formula for the Schwarzian derivative of a composition

wehave o=S(id)=S(^o,§-l)==S(<?-l)+(te-l)/)2(S^o^-3). Hence S^-^o. We have

g^{i)== ———— == K^"1)' |. By (3. i) applied for g~
1
, the function — is concave.

\&'\^S~
1
 ____ Vl^-1)']

Therefore the function VlQT"1)'! is convex, and consequently ^(i) is also convex (a

reader not convinced by this argument may look at Lemma (4.3)). Thus:

^P,(,)^^»]
— a j a x—a [

^(J)
<&0)W^ or
-dist{x,G^)

^g~\x, b))i r6

.— &(i)^
b — x J x^ b - x h ^ ' ' b-x

(because a, ̂ eCj.
n-l

^Summing over all components of I\ U /~'°(A), we obtain (3.3). •

Lemma (3.3). — Let g : .(6, c)->R be a map of class C1, ^'>o. Let a, c>)>o and

u^o be such that y.(x—bY<_g\x)<_^[x—bY for every xe(b,c). Let o<^<i and let

a function 9: (6,c)->R be given by a formula ^^^{x—b)^. Then for some constants

8>o, o<,^<i we have g^){y)<.S{y—g{b))~^ for every ye{g{b), g{c)).

proof. -Wehave g^)^))-^^^"^^1^^^"'"^ But:

5 \;v/ ^{^ u
)
 a

^)-^)=f^'(^<r^-^^==cor ^A^-^-^-^+s
J b J b J o U-\-l
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/ l

and hence x—b>_[———{g(x)~ g{b)) | . Putting y=g {x) we obtain:
\ (o j

I I v-^
1 /^+1 , r . , ^ ^ \ iTiT

^(9)(^^^(^[(^)-^)))-

Thusweput ^=^^, S^-^-0'-) . Clearly o<^<i , 8>o. •
i+^ a^+i^ —

Now we assume that f satisfies (i)-(viii). By (v), B\A is disjoint from U. Since

Sf<o and by the continuity off, there exist open intervals U^, aeA, such that U Va

f • ^ ^ aeA

is disjoint from B\A, |/'|^a>i on I\ U U. and a is the { + } endpoint
aeA [right if a==a_)

of U^. It is easy to see that we can also have |./'|^l(B>'i on U^ if aeA^.

Lemma (3.4).—For every aeA^ there exist constants ^,S>o and ^, ^e[o, i) such that:

(3.4) /^(^W^Tk—^l"^ for every n>,o and xeV^

(3.5) (/J^/.n(I))(^^8|^-(/(^)'^s /^^^ ^o, je/(UJ.

Proo/'. — By (viii) and the definition of Ag we can assume that ^=={a^, ..., a^}

and no iterate offtakes ^ to ^ for j<z. Then we use induction, proving first (3.4)

for a^ then (3.5) for a^ then (3.4) for a^ then (3.5) for a^ etc.

To prove (3.4) for ^ we write ̂ (i) in the form:

/.n(I)=(/|^(/.n-l(I))+(/ J^"^))

where G= U U^., T={ j :f(a.)=flJ. Then we obtain an estimation of the first
J'£T J

summand from (3.5) for jeT, and the second one from Proposition (3.2) and the

fact that by the definition ofU^, dist(B\A, U UJ>o. We get a finite sum of expressions
ael

of the form ^\x—a^\~^ (notice that a constant is also of this form for ^==o), and the

sum is not greater than some function of the same form. Thus we obtain (3.4)3 but

in general only for x from some semi-neighbourhood of ^ smaller than U... Using

once more Proposition (3.2) we obtain an estimation by a constant on the rest of U^ .

Again, the sum of a function of the form y \x—d^\~^ and a constant is not greater than

some function of the form ^\x—a^ ~^.

(3.5) for ^ follows from (3.4) for ^ and Lemma (3.3). •

Lemma (3.5). — Let HCI and H^={x tf^x^eH for i==o, . . ., k—i}. Then

for every s, m we have'.

f /"(i)^ S f sup//| ) (/."(i))^+X(H^J.
jRs A = s j H j f c n ^ O \ [l\H/*

27
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Proof. — Let G^y-^H^H. We have /-^H^G^uH^, and by induction
we get:

s+w—l

/-(HJ^ U /——^^(G^uH^.
k=s '

Hence:
/• s+m—l

/."•(^^(/-'"(H,))^ S X(/-8-'»+l+fe(G,))+X(H^J
«/Hc k=sJQ, k = s

s+ms+m-1 /» / f | \= s ("kM/^-^iy^+^H^j
&-s J/(GA)

^ S f s u p / / | \ (/,"(i))rfX+X(H,^). •
f c = s J H ^ n ^ O \ |l\H/*

Lemma (3.6) .—For every aeA-^ and s>o there exists a neighbourhood W of a such that:

Jw^^^^^ ^or every n>
-
of

Proof. — Let aeA^. There exists a constant (B>i such that:

(3.6) \f{x)-a\^^\x-a for all xeU^.

The set V^==={^ :y^(A:)eU^ for z=o, . . ., k—1} is a neighbourhood of a in U^, and

by (3-6) we have:

(3.7) . W)^.

Therefore it is enough to prove that:

(3.8) sup f /^(i^X—o as j-^oo.
W^OJV.y

First we write, as in the proof of Lemma (3.4):

(/| \{fW)=(f\ \ (^(i^+f/ ) (/^(i)),
\ |l\IV* \ |G/* \ I\(GuUa)/*

where G== U U^, R={&EA\{f l} :f(b)==a}. The same arguments as in the proof of
6 GR

Lemma (3.4) show that:

supY/| } (/^KjO^b-'n(I}}(Y}<S\Y-a\-^
n^.0\ |l\Ufl/*

for some constants 8>o, o<_^<i (notice that RCAg, so we can use (3.5)). In

view of Lemma (3.5) (for H=U^; then H^==V^) and (3.7) we get:

r °° ^ \(1}
^upj /-(I)^^8J^r^A+u

" '̂-.̂ ^^E^^^- î.<^•'•^-
as ^-^-00. This proves (3.8). •
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Lemma (3.7). — For every s>o there exists a neighbourhood W of B\A such that:

j^/^1)^^ for every n^o.

Proof. — If we put Au (J^U^ instead of U and B\A instead of B, then the hypo-
aGA

theses of Section 2 are satisfied. Let E^ be defined as in Section 2. Clearly, E^ is a

neighbourhood of B\A. Hence, it is enough to prove that:

(3-9) sup f /-(i)^
W>()JE,

sup J^'\i)d\-^o as s->o.
m^oJEs

By Proposition (2.1) and Lemma (3.4) there exist constants T], ^e(o, i) and
6>o such that ^(E^T^I) for all s>_o and:

f sup//| (j m (/n(I))^(.+I)e^;s for all ^o.
J^m>_0\ |̂  A

Hence, by Lemma (3.5) (for H=I\ LTU^ H^==E^) we obtain:
a£A

sup f /"(i)<^ S (^ +1)6^+^(1) ̂  ->o
w^oJEj ^==s

as j->co. This proves (3.9). •

Proposition (3.8). — If/satisfies (i)-(vi) then/or every s>o there exists S>o such

that if GCI W X(G)<8 then f f^{i)d\<z for all n.
JG

Proof. — Suppose first that/satisfies (i)-(viii). Since a function of the form

^(x)=^\x—a\~^ (o<^<i) is integrable at a, from Lemma (3.4) it follows that the

statement of Lemma (3.6) holds also for all ^eAg. This and Lemmata (3.6) and (3.7)

imply that for every c>o there exists a neighbourhood W of B such that:

J^(i)JX<s for all n.

Now suppose that/satisfies (i)-(vi). By Lemma (3.1), there exists m>_i such

that^ satisfies (i)-(viii). In order to distinguish the sets A and B defined for different

iterates of/we shall use the symbols A^) and B^) for those sets defined forf
k
. There

exists q>_i such that the set on which/fc is defined (i.e. I\A(f
k
)) consists of at most

q components for k==o, i, . . . . T T X — i.

Fix £>o. Since /w satisfies (i)-(viii), there exists an open neighbourhood W

of B^) such that:

(3-io) f /^(i)^^ for all n^o.
Jw 3

Take:

(3-") ^
sdis^BC/^^W)

3^(1)

29
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Clearly Y]>O. There exist neighbourhoods U^; of A{f
k
), k==o, i, . . ., m—i such that:

(3.12) X(U,)^.

Take:

(3.13) S-^ min infK/^ 'L
V<J ° ' jO^fc^m-l IV^'^ / 1

By (ii), also 8>o.

Suppose now that GCI and X(G)<8. Fix ke[o, w—i] . We want to estimate

J^J^+^i)^. Let Ji, .. .,Jp be the components of ly^/^. By the definition of q,

we have p^q. We have:

(3.14) f/^W^f /-(i)^
JG ^/^(G)

<_[ /-(i)rfx+f /WM(I)^+ i f frwd\.
•/W •/UA\W ^s=l^/- / :(G)nJ^•\(UJfcUW)

By (3.11), (3.12) and Proposition (3.2):

(3..S) L^-^^-^w1^/-))^

By (3-1 1)? (S-^), (3• I3) d̂ Proposition (3.2):

(3.i6) 1 f ^(i)^^.^/-^^^^,) .^X(I^ ^,
^^/-^(OnJA^uw) dist(I\W, B^y^))

< ^^ ^ ( 1 ) _ _ g . o X(I) .

i^J^'l l ̂ ^W- B^)) ^K/')'! ' dist(I\W, B(/w))-3•

Now from (3.14), (3.io), (3.15) and (3.16) we obtain f f
mn+1i

{\}d\<^. •
JG

Lemma (3.9). — If/satisfies (i)-(vi) then X(B)=o.

Proof. — By Lemma (3.1), there exists m^i such that /M satisfies (i)-(vih).
m-i

We may assume that Al;/^ U /-^(A(/)). Then:
1=0

m m—1

G(/)C U/<(A(/))uU/t(C(/'»)).
i --= 1 i=0 ___

m m—1

The set U /'(A^)) is finite, and hence it is enough to prove that X( U (/'(CV^)))^)^.
1=1 i=o

But: __________
m—1 m—1

^(^(CV^rC ̂ ./•(B(/'»))u{(/^)r : aeA{f), o^i<m}.

m-1

We have X( U /'(B^^^^o because by Lemma (3.7) (for ^==0), ^B^))^.
i==0

The set {{f\a)^ : aeA(f),o<^i<m} is finite. •
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4. Functional spaces

If/satisfies (i)-(vi) then the existence of an invariant probabilistic measure,

absolutely continuous with respect to X, follows already from Proposition (3.8). It is

(
jn-l \00

enough to take any weak-* limit of a subsequence of - S /*(X) . However we wantnk=SQ A=i
to know something about ergodic properties of such measures, their densities and how

many of them there exist. Thus we are going to establish several auxiliary facts.

LetJ be an open interval. We denote by ,^,(J) the set consisting of all G" positive

functions T on J such that —, is concave, and the function o.
VT

Lemma (4.1). — An integrable non-zero function T belongs to ̂ (J) if ci^d only if r=^(i)

for some G3 diffeomorphism <?:J*->J with non-positive Schwarzian derivative.

Proof. — LetJ* be an open interval, g\Y->] a C3 diffeomorphism, r=^(i).

As in the proof of Proposition (3.2) we deduce that —— is concave if and only if Sg<_o.

This proves that if Sg<o then TG^(J). VT

Now assume that T(=^(J), T+O and T is integrable. Let g{x)== FT^A, where

a is a left-hand endpoint ofj. Set J*=^(J), g='g~
1
. Clearly, we have r=^(i),

g is a C3 diffeomorphism and S^^o. •

Lemma (4.2). — If T, +e^(J) then T+^£^,(J).

Proof. — Take [fl,6]CJ, ^e(o, i), c==ta+{i—t)b. We want to show that (if
T,+=)=0):

(4..) ———————> . ' + ——
^M + 4^) ~~ VT(^) + w VT(&)+^) '

Take affine functions p, (T such that:

(4.2) pM=——— p(6)=__^, ^)=__ oW=——.
VT(^) VT(&) V^(a) V^(

Since T, 4'£^.(J)? we have:

PM<——-. ^)<——=.
VT(<:) V^M

Hence TM+^(^(p(,))-2+(a(^))-2, i.e.:

(4.3) ^c)<——————
V^c)+^c)

where 9 (^x) = .
vwr'+wr2
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Since p and a are affine functions, their derivatives are constants. Denote these

derivatives by a and [3 respectively. We have:

q/M =-^))3.(-2)(a(p^))-3+(3(<^))-3)

^(^^(pW^+j^W)-3),

<p"W=3(yM)2.(yM)s.(a(pW)-s+p(<TW)-3)2

+(yW)s(-3)(a2(pW)-4+P2(<TW)-4)

=3(.W)5[(a.(p(.))-+^(.))-T-a2(pw)^p;(gwr4]

=-3(9W)6(PW)-2(.W)-2(^-^)2<0,

i.e. the function <p is concave on [a, 6]. Hence, y(^)^^y(ff )+( 1 —^)v(^)- By (4.2),

i ,.. i
Together with (4.3)3 this gives (4.1).<p(a)=- , <PW=-

r(a)+^) r(^)+4'W

Lemma (4.3). — Every element of ^o(J) ls a convex function.

Proof. — Take [^,&]CJ, ^e(o, i), c=ta+(i—t)b, T£^o(J)\{°}- We have:

i ^ i—t
- "> ——====: I •

^(^""V'T^) VT^) V9(<)'

where y ( • < ) = (

We have:

V^)=-2(<p(^))3/2.

VT(fl) VT(&);'

y"(x)=6(<pW)2 >0
^(a) VT(&);

and therefore the function 9 is convex. Thus:

^)<y(Q<^(i)+(i~^)9(o)=^)+(i~^)T(&). •

Now we consider again a mapping f which satisfies (i)-(vi). Denote by Qy the

set of all functions T on I\B such that T £^(J) for all components J of I\B. We shall
j

consider on QQ the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of I\B (shortly

u.c.s. topology). Clearly, ^.C^o for all r.
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Lemma (4.4). — The set Qf^ is closed in the space of all continuous functions on I\B with

the u.c.s. topology.

Proof. — Let J be a component of I\B, r^e^(J) for n==i , 2, . .. and T^->T

uniformly on compact subsets of J. Suppose that XyjyeJ, T(:v)=o, r(^)>o. Then

, -> + °o? / -> —< + °o? a-nd from the concavity of —= it follows that
VT,M VT,(jQ VT(^) V\»

—^— oo for all z belonging to the component ofj\{jy} which does not contain x.
v\(o
Since ——==:^o, this is impossible. Therefore either T = O on the whole o f j o r r

VT^)

is positive and —= -^—7= uniformly on compact subsets ofj. But then —— is concave,,.,. ^.(j>.v"-v t vt

If we have a sequence of elements of Q^ convergent in the u.c.s. topology, then

we apply the above argument to every component J of I\B and conclude that the limit

function is also an element of QQ . •

Proposition (4.5). — Let p be a C2 real function on I. Let H be the closure of the convex

hull of the set {f^{^))^=o m t^6 u'c's' topology. Then:

(a) if pe^o then HC^o;

(b) every element of H is continuous on I\B;

(c) H is compact;

(d) HCL^X);

(e) the L1 topology and the u.c.s. topology coincide on H.

Proof. — Suppose first that pe^a. By Lemmata (4.1) and (4.2), all functions ̂ (p)

belong to 3)^ and therefore to QQ. Hence, their convex combinations belong to Q^.

Now (a) follows from Lemma (4.4).

By Lemma (4.3), all functions ̂ (p), and therefore also their convex combinations,

are convex on the components of I\B. By Proposition (3.2), they are all bounded

by the function a(^)==supp.——.——. Hence they are equicontinuous on compact
i dist(A:, B)

subsets of I\B (cf. [i]). By Arzela-Ascoli's theorem, from every sequence of these

functions we can choose a u.c.s. convergent subsequence. This proves (c) in the case

pe^a.
Let now p be an arbitrary G2 re'al function on I. If for a C2 positive function T

q(Y)2 / I \" I / (
\(^\

on I we have T"—^——:^ then —— =—-T-3/2T''---"-—-<o, and consequently
2T \^] 2 \ 2T /

re^g. Therefore ̂  contains an open cone in the space of G2 functions on I. This

cone is non-empty, for instance because r(^)=——3 where a is a point to the left of I,
x ' " a

33
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belongs to it. Hence, there exist two C2 functions on I, 9, ^, which also belong to ̂

and such that < p — ^ = = ^ .

Thus, by (a), every convex combination of functions of the formy^p) is a difference

of two elements of^o, and therefore is continuous on I\B. Now (b) follows from the

fact that the u.c.s. limit of continuous functions is continuous.

If we have a sequence of convex combinations of functions of the formy^p), then

we can write every function as a difference of convex combinations of functions of the

form ̂ (9) andy^^), respectively. Since we know already that (c) holds for elements

of ̂ , we can find a convergent subsequence of our sequence. This proves (c).

The function p is bounded on I and hence peL^X). We have:

(4.4) fiy:"(p)|^=f S ——°—— d\{x)
J J ye/-"(«) (/") (y)«et-W |(/»)' (7)|

C2,.™ '̂̂ ^-J^-wK/TOQI

and hence all functions y^(p) (and consequently also their convex combinations) belong

to L^X).

Let now (<7jn°=i be a sequence of convex combinations of functions of the form^(p),

and let (J^-><JQ in the u.c.s. topology. We shall show that G^-XSQ also in the L1 topo-

logy. By Proposition (3.8) and Lemma (3.9), for every s>o there exists an open

neighbourhood W of B such that:

(4.5) f /;(i)^<——£—— for all n^o.
Jw 3 ̂ P I P I

Since I\W is a compact subset of I\B, there exists n^ such that:

(4.6) | |<y^—GQ\d\<- for all n^riQ.
Ji\w 3

From (4.5), in view of Fatou's lemma, it follows that:

(4.7) f |CTo|^X<liminff \^\d\<^-.
Jw "-^^ Jw 3

If n>^nQ, then from (4.5)3 (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain ([(?„—(SQ\d\<,e. Hence O^-XSQ

in L1.

Now (d) follows from (4.4) whereas (e) follows from the fact that the identity

mapping from H with the u.c.s. topology onto H with the L1 topology is continuous,

and from (c). •

Theorem (4.6). — If/satisfies (i)-(vi), then there are no homtervals for f.

Proof. — Suppose that J C I is a homterval. Take a G2 non-negative function p

on I such that supppCj, |prfX>o. By Proposition (4.5), there exists a sub-
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sequence (^'(p))^! convergent to some function p in L^X). Then |pfi?X= |p^X>o.

But f has no sinks and hence by Lemma (1.1) all inter vaky^J) are pairwise disjoint.

Hence ̂ '(p) converges to o pointwise—a contradiction. •

Lemma (4.7). — Let UCI be an open non-empty set. Then there exists n^o such

that /"'(U) contains some component of I\B.

Proof. — By Theorem (4.6)3 there exists an interval {x,jy) C U and k, m^>_o such

that f
k
{x),f

m
{y)EA. Let 7x==max(^, 772)4-1. Take the maximal interval (.y, z) disjoint
n-l

from A(f
n
)= U/'^A). Clearly z<_y and hence (^ z) C U. But /"(^ z) is an

» = o
interval and its endpoints belong to B. •

5. Spectral Decomposition

In this section we still assume that f satisfies (i)-(vi). We shall decompose the

possible support of absolutely continuous invariant measures in a way in some sense

similar to the spectral decomposition for Axiom A diffeomorphisms. However, the

reader should remember that we are interested in absolutely continuous measures.

Therefore a part of the non-wandering set (a Cantor set of measure o) can remain

outside our set (i.e. the set U^f).

Denote the set of all components ofI\B by^. Since ̂ (B) C B, if for some J, Le^

the sety^J) intersects L, then it contains L. Hence the reader can think about our

system as a topological Markov chain with a countable number of states or as a walking

on an oriented graph with a countable number of vertices.

We define two relations on /\

J^L if and only if there exists n>_o such that ^(J) ^L,

J w L if and only if there exists n>_o such that /"(J) 3JuL.

Let ^ be the set of all elements Je^ such that, for every Le^", if J^L then L^J.

Lemma (5.1). — The relations ^ and w are equivalence relations on ̂ .

Proof. -io. /°(J)3J=JuJ.

2°. If J~L then L-~J by the definition of ̂ . Let J«L. Then there exist

k,n^o such that /^DJuL, /"(L) 3J. Hence/^^L) DLuJ, i.e. LwJ.

3°. If J~L and L~M then clearly J~M. Let J»L and J»M. Then

there exist k, m, n>_o such that /^DjuL, /"•(JpJuM, /"(L) DJ. Hence

/'''+"•+»(LpLuM, i.e. L»M. •

Lemma (5.2). — The number of equivalence classes of the relation ~ is not greater than

Card A—2.
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Proof. — Let ^C^f be an equivalence class of the relation —. We shall show

that the set K = U ̂  contains in its interior an element of A which is not an endpoint

of I.

Suppose that K does not contain such a point. Let J be an open interval contained

in K\A. Since f is a homeomorphism on intervals disjoint from A and maps them onto

intervale, and since /(K\A) C A, we obtain by induction that/^J) is contained in K\A

andy" is a homeomorphism for every n^o. This contradicts Theorem (4.6). •
T

Set jT={U^ : ̂  is an equivalence class of w in ĵ }. We shall use the nota-

tion ̂ (K) instead of the more precise (^(IS.))^.

Lemma (5.3). — The set jT is finite, and/maps elements of jT onto elements of Jf.

Moreover, for every KejT there exists n>^i such that ^(K^^K.

Proof. — Let J, L, M, ReJ^, J w L, /(J) D M, /(L) D R. Then there exist k, m>_Q

such that /^DJuL and /^(M) DJ. Hence, f
k+m+l

{M)^MuR, i.e. M»R.

This shows that f maps elements of ^f into elements of jf\

Let KejT. In view of the definition ofj^ there exists n>_ i such that /"(K) C K.
n

Then U f
k
(K-) must be a closure of a union of all elements of some equivalence class

k=l

of—. Hence, /"(&)= K and also/^K), k=i, .. ., n—i, are all elements of JT.

By Lemma (5.2), jf is finite. •

Lemma (5.4). — Let Kejf and let Je ,̂ J^K. Then there exists n^o such that

/'(JPK.

Proof. — By Theorem (i .3)3 there exists m^i such that if Le^ and the sets L,

/(L), ..../^"^L) are disjoint from A, then ^(/'"(L^^L). Using this argument

repeatedly, we see that for n==o, i, 2, . . ., the sety^J) is a union of a finite number

of intervals, each not shorter than a=min/X(J), min ^(/^(M^^o.
_Me^
MnA+0
0<k<m

Since ]e/ and JCK, also Je^. Hence there exists ^^i such that /^(J) 3J.

If r^^ then /^'-^(J) 3J and thus /^(J) ̂ /^(J). Hence (/^(J))^ is an

ascending sequence of sets. If Le^, LCK, then there exists n>_o such that

/^^DJuL and therefore also /^(J^^L. Consequently, we obtain the following

situation: K is the closure of the union of an ascending sequence of sets (./^^(J))^^?

and every term of this sequence is the union of a finite number of intervals, each not

shorter than a.

Since inside I there is enough room only for a finite number of such intervals,

after some HQ their number must stabilize (although a priori it can be smaller for
00

U /^"(J)). As n(>no) tends to infinity, these intervals can only become longer and
n =o
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longer. Denote the limit intervals by Ki , . . . ,K, . If ^eKV^J) and x^->x,

then x must be an endpoint of a certain K,.

Let a el be an endpoint of some K^ [a=^a^. if it is a left endpoint and a=a_

if it is a right one). We shall show that there exists a point be I such that 6 is an interior

point of a certain K,, and f
kmn

{b)=a for a certain ^o. Suppose that this is not

true. Then a is an element of a periodic f^-orbit consisting of endpoints of K.'s and

every element of this orbit has only one preimage (under /Jcm
). Together with the

fact that a is repelling, this implies that there exists a (one-sided) neighbourhood U

of a and an open non-empty set V C K such that /^^(V) is disjoint from U for every

y^o. But by Lemma (4.7)3 some/^V) contains an element of/. Since /^(K) C K,

this element is contained in K. Hence there exists r>_o such that /^(V) 3J, and

consequently y^^V) intersects U for a certain n—a contradiction.

Consequently, there exists £[d)>_o such that /zeK^n/^^J). Now if we take

f==mox{f{a) : a is an endpoint of K,; i=i, . . ., s}, we have K^/^J). •

Corollary (5.5). — Each KejT is a union of a finite number of intervals.

Remark (5.6). — If/is also continuous then each Kejf is an interval.

Notice that in the case of/ continuous, the proof of Lemma (5.4) becomes much

easier (each /^"(J) is an interval).

From Lemmata (4.7) and (5.4) it follows that:

Proposition (5.7). — If KeJT and f
k
(K)=K, then for every open non-empty

00

set UCU/ - ^ & (K) there exists n>_Q such that/^(U) D K. In particular,/fe | is

topologically exact.

6. Absolutely Continuous Invariant Measures

Now we shall apply the results of Sections 4 and 5 to obtain the main results of

the paper. As usual, / is a mapping satisfying (i)-(vi). By || • || we shall denote the

norm in the space L^X), and by 7^ the characteristic function of a set M. Notice

that by (4.4)3 the L1 norm of the operator/ is not greater than i.

Lemma (6.1). — Let KejT, f\K)==K, M= U /-"(K). Let 9 be a non-negative
n=0

continuous function on I\B such that o< |(pa?X< + oo, supp 9 C K, /^((p)^^. Then for

f pflfX
every (^function p on I, lim %M/n;<;(p)=———? m L\X) and u.c.s.

n~>w fcpfifX
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Proof. — Let p be a C2 function on I.

Suppose that XM/^P)-^ as ^-"oo, in the L1 topology. Set:

f p^X f od\

^-/M^P)-1-——9 and ^p-^——?.
9 d\ ( 9 afX

Since /~ni7';(M)=M, we have:

f^^-f/^p^-^-^fy^ 0.

^ ^M i ^ ^ J

If n^—n^=l>o, then /y^^^.. Clearly ^->^ i11 the L1 topology.

Suppose that ^ is not equal a.e. to o. By Proposition (4.5) we can assume that

^ is continuous on I\B. Then there are open non-empty sets U, V C M such that

^ >o, ^ <o. By Proposition (5.7), there exists ^o^° such th
^ f^^CU^K and

u v
^ofc(V)3K. Hence, for every xeK\B and {>_^ we have \f^W{x)\<f^{\^\)(x).

Denote ^=\\^\\—\\f^
k
W\\. Since X(K)>o, we have:

s-j|^|^-j|//^)|^-j(/^(|^|)-|//o^)|)^>o.

If^o then ||/^W||=||/^-^V/°^))||^||//»^)||, and thus:

(6.1) |H|-||y^)||^ for all^^.

But there exist i, j such that ^=^—^^o? l ^ — ^ l ^ - B^ | | ^ • — ^ | | < £ . Hence:
2 - r j • • • 2

ll^ll~ll/^)IISII+-//fc?l|<|+-^||+||^-//^)^

SII+-^11+||//^-^)||<C.

f P^

This contradicts (6. i). Hence, ^=o, and consequently, ^/^(p) ->*———9 in the
JcprfX

L1 topology. Now the u.c.s. convergence follows from Proposition (4.5). •

Theorem (6.2). — Let/satisfy (i)-(vi), and let KejT. Then there exists k>_i and

a probability measure [jig, absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and /^invariant

such that:

(a) fk{K)=='K. and the interiors of K and /'(K) are disjoint/or i=i, ..., k—i,

(b) supple-K,

(C) ̂ ,

(d) s^>°'
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(e) if M^ijf-^K) and XM-P^W ^ lim ̂ 'f^=( f P^) • ̂ ? mVM;
n = = 0 TO^00 WM / flX

^ additionally p zj" continuous on M ̂ % ̂  convergence is also u.c.s.^

(f) ^ .y /̂TZ (K^)fk , (IK^ ZJ ^^5

(g) pig î  ̂  unique probability measure on K, absolutely continuous with respect to X and f ̂ -invariant.

Proof. — Let A be the smallest positive integer such that ^(K) = K. By

Lemma (5.3), such an integer exists. Now (a) follows from Lemma (5.3).

By Proposition (4.5), the closed convex hull of{/^"(i)}^o is compact in L^X)

and hence, by Markov-Kakutani theorem, it contains a fixed point 9 off^ (if the reader

does not want to use strong theorems, he can take instead a point of condensation of

the sequence i
1
- S /^(i)t00

 \. We set ^- < P < Z K -x- Clearly ^(I)==i. Since
( % «»o L=i/ j ^p^

the sequence < -
' \n «»o

/^K^K, we have

( fk\*

^(^^K, we have K

(/^^^-/.V^^V^T-^^/^-^te, i.e. fe is/invariant.

UK^ JK^^

From the definition of [L^ it follows that supp [L^ C K. Proposition (4.5) implies (c).

Since ^(10)== i, inf^o for a certain component J of K\B. By Proposition (5.7),J
 d\

there exists n>_o such that /n;c(J)^K. But |/'| is bounded and consequently

inf^o.
/"^(J) d\

This proves (d), and also ends the proof of (b).
00

We shall prove (e). Let M == (J /"^(K)? ^d ^
et P be a function on I such that

n-O ^

^.peL1^). Let s>o. There exists a G2 function 4» such that |p—4; | rfX<-. By
«J TVT i

Lemma (6.1) there exists HQ such that for all n>^ HQ we have:

X../-(ti-(J^)^
£

3'

If n]>_nQ then:

-^-M^?
<||XM•/,nt(p-+))ll+ ^"•^W-(^^)^

+ (f^-p)^)
\JK /

This proves the convergence in L1^).

^K
d\

<s.
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Let now p be also continuous. Let s>o and let E be a compact subset of M\B.

Set i;==sup—K. Clearly ^<+°o- Hence there exists a C2 function ^ such that
E d\

sup[p—4'!^ where 8==————————. By Lemma (6.1) there exists n^ such that if
M 2(X(M)+l)^

n'>_UQ then:

/^(i)-X(M) ^K

d-h
<i onE and f^W-(( ^d\\^ <8 on E.

\JM / d\

d^K

If n>^TtQ then:

d^
l/^(p-+)l^/^(IP-^l)^^n(I)^^M)——+IS^(X(^^

\ d\ ]

and consequently:

/."(p)-^?^) ̂  $|/.-(ri-/.>"(^-)|

+^_(J^^^+^^,^

<(X(M)S+i)8+8+^(M)^=£.

This proves the u.c.s. convergence.

We shall prove (f). Suppose that the system fK,/^ , ̂  is not exact. Then
\ K /

there exists a set ECK such that E=Kn/-n&(/nfc(E)) for all n>_Q and O<[JLK(E)<I.

Then for every n^o we have /*nfc(XE)=o outside/^(E) and hence:

d^\
^(XE)-^(E)^ ̂

JK\/^(E) ^^

=X(E)^(KV^(E))-X(E)fe(K\E)>o.

This contradicts (e). Hence, the system /K,/^ , [L^\ is exact.
\ K /

At last, (g) follows from (e). •

From Theorem (6.2), Lemma (5.3) and Lemma (5.2) we obtain easily

Theorem (6.3). — Let f satisfy (i)-(vi). Then there e^ist probability f-invariant

measures ̂  . . ., ^, absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, and a positive

integer k such that:

(a) supp (J^==LJ^ for certain equivalence classes ^ of the relation ^, z = = i , . . ., s,

(b) supp ^i n supp [LJ is a finite set if i =t=j,

(c) i^^ Card A—2,

(d) [L^ is ergodic., i = i, . .., s,

(e) -^e^o. i=^ • • • ^
ah
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d^
(f) inf-^ over ^ se^ supp (JL,\B is positive, i==i, ..., s,

(g) if peL^X) ^ lin^S/,n+J(p)=Sa^^ in L^X), ^^ a,=f,°o p^x;
" = = i 1=1 ah J U /""(supply)' '

z/' moreover p ^ continuous, then the convergence is also u.c.s.,

(h) /or every finite Borel measure v, absolutely continuous with respect to X and f-invariant, one
s oo

has v=Sa^., where a,=v( U /"^(supp ^)).
i=l n=0

7. Examples

We are going to show that for a large class of one-parameter families of mappings

(looking like 40^(1—^)) conditions (i)-(vi) are satisfied for a set of parameters of power
the continuum.

Let F: [o, i ]x l—^l be a continuous mapping. For ae[o, i] we denote by

j^:I->I the mapping given by f^x)=7{^ x). Let I ==[>o^i]. We assume that:

(a) f<x{
a
o)=f^l)=ao for all ae[o, i],

(b) foW==^o fo1' 1̂1 ^1,
(c) for every ae(o, i] there exists c^el such that f^ is strictly increasing on [^, Cy\

and strictly decreasing on [^, ^J,

(d)/i(^)=^.

Lemma (7.1) . — TA^ mapping al->^ ^ continuous.

Proof. — Fix ae(o, i] and s>o. By (c) there exists T]>O such that

(7-i) if /aW>/a(^)--^ then \x-c,\<^

The mapping F is continuous and [o, i]xl is compact. Therefore F is uniformly

continuous. Hence, there exists S>o such that:

(7-2) if |a-p|<8 then l/aW--/^)^ for all xel.

Let |a—(B|<8. By (7.2) we have:

W>f^) - ̂ f^) - ̂  >f^) - ̂

and by (7.1), |^-^|<£. •

Now define ao=sup{a :/^(cJ^^}.

Lemma (7.2). — ao<i.

Proof. — By (a) and (d), we have ^<^i. The mapping ah>/^J—^ is conti-

nuous in view of Lemma (7.1). Hence the set {a ^(^J^a} is CP™ ̂ d contains i. •

41
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Lemma (7.3). — For every a£(oco, i] there exists exactly one b^e{c^y a^) and exactly

me ^e(^a) such that f^=Ub^)=b^.

Proof. — Let ae(ao, i]. Then f^{c^)—c^>o, ./aO^i)—^<o and therefore there

exists b^e(c^^ a^) such that fy.(by}=b^. It is unique because f^ is decreasing on (^, a^).

Now fy.(ao)<b^^ fy.(c^)'>f^(b^)=b^ and therefore there exists &a(^03 ^a) such that

^{by)==b^. It is unique because^ is strictly monotone on (^o, ^). •

Now we must make a new assumption on f:

(e) there exists a neighbourhood U of the set {(a, ^) : ae(o, i]} in (o, i]xl such that

for every oce(o, i], V^=={x: (a,^)eU} is an interval and^ satisfies the Lipschitz

condition with the constant A/2 on U^.

Lemma (7.4). — There exists a>ag such that f^[c^)>_ b^.

Proof. — By (e), there exists s>o such that if |oc—a^ <£ then^ satisfies the

Lipschitz condition with the constant -\/2 on the interval [^—Sy^^-8]. By Lem-

mata (7.1) and (7.2), there exists a>a^ such that |oc—ao|<s and \c^—fy,c^\<z.

Then^ satisfies the Lipschitz condition with the constant V 2 on the interval [c^,f^{c^)]

and b^ belongs to this interval. Hence:

<7.3) -'l/^J-^l^^l/a^)-^!^^-^.
2 2

If by^—Cy^>_c^—b^ then o<^—^a^/a^a)— c
o^

<
^

^ and y^ satlsnes tne Lipschitz

condition with the constant ^/~2 also on the interval [^^a]? an(! hence also:

(7.4) ^l/a2(^-&al<^-^.

But if b^—c^<c^—b^ then (7.4) follows from (7.3).

Summing (7.3) and (7.4) we get \f^c^—b^\<b^—b'^ and therefore f^(c^\>_ b^. •

Now we define o4=sup{a ''f^{c^)^b'^}. By Lemma (7.4), we have QL^>(X.Q.

Let ^=(^))^o be a o-i sequence. Let D^==[^,0, D^==[^, 6J (for

a>ao).

Lemma (7.5). — There exists a descending sequence (Pfc)^Lo of closed intervals contained

in [04, i], such that'.

(7-5) /a'̂ a^D^ for n==o, i,..., k and for every aeP,,

(7.6) there exist p(^), yW^Ffc ^A ^^ /3sw2fc(^w)=^)

f34-2^, ^_.f^) ^ ^W-0

-/Y(fe) ^TW^— 7 y ? ^ — T
^YW ?/ SW— 1 -
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Proof. — We shall use induction.

The functions och->^, ah>^, a^&a ^d at-^/a3^) are continuous on [o^, i]
and we have V^<c^<b^ f^{c^=b^ f^c^)<b[. Hence it is obvious that there exists.

an interval P() satisfying (7.5) and such that its endpoints (as (B(o) and y(o)) satisfy (7.6).

Suppose now that we have found already P^_^ such that (7.5) and (7.6) hold

for k ==m— i. The function ocl^/^^^J is continuous. We have by (7.6):

f3+2m(^ \ _ L _| / - 3 + 2 w < . \ f2 /, \^ 1 1
J^m-l^m-l)) — °{m-l) ana J^m-l^^m-l)) =73(^-1)^3(^-1))^ °3(m-l) ••

Hence, as before, there exists an interval P^CP^_^ satisfying (7.5) for k==m and

such that its endpoints (as [B(m) and y(^)) satisfy (7.6) for k=m. •

From Lemma (7.5) it follows immediately that:

Proposition (7.6). — 77^ exists a(^)e[oci, i] ^ ̂  /^^(^^eD^j for

n=o, i, 2, ...

Proposition (7.7). — TA^ ^ 720 homterval joining c^ with a periodic point off^.

Proof. — Denote f==f^,
 c

=
c
^}^

 b
=

b
^^

 &/==^)- Suppose that J is a
homterval joining c and p and ^(p) =p. Then f

2n
(p) ==p and /2n preserves an orienta-

tion sit? (and hence onj). We may assume that 2^4 (otherwise take 4 instead ofw).

Then, by the definition of a(^), /^(c) e/[6', &], and hence f^W^b. Clearly j&4=c.

If^><; then p=f
2n

{p)>f
2n

(c)^b, and consequently 6eJ. Then b=f
2n

{b)>f
2n

{c)>,b-

a contradiction.

If ^<c then c<b<_f
2n

{c), i.e. ^^/^(J). This contradicts the assumption that
J is a homterval. •

Proposition (7.8). — The point c^ does not belong to the closure of the set {f^){c^))}^=l -

Proof. — We use the same notation as in the preceeding proof. If a(^) == o^ then

f\c)=b and {f\c)}^={f{c^b\b}^

Consider the case a(S)>oci. We have V^)^', and hence there exists an open

interval VBC such that if xeV then f
2
{x)<b\ Thus /"(^V for n odd. For n even

and greater than 2 we have /^)e/([&', &]) C [&, aj. For 72=2, /nM<& /. Conse-

quently, since VC (6', 6), /^^V for all 7^1. •

Theorem (7.9). — £^ the family {f^^^ of mappings of I==[^o, ̂ ] ^o itself satisfy-

the following conditions:

(1) (a, A:) i->/aW ^ continuous^

(2) /a ^ of class C? for every ae[o, i],

(3) (a, A:) 1-^aW is continuous y

(4) /a'^o /^ ̂ ^ ae(o, i], ^el,

(5) S/a^o /^ ̂ ^ aE[05 ^^

4<^
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(6) /a(^o)=/a(^i)=^o /or
 ^ery ae[o, i],

(7) sup/o==^o,
(8) sup^ ==^.

TA^ ^r^ rn^j a set ©C [o, i] of power the continuum such thatf^ satisfies conditions (i)-(vi)
for every ae©.

Proof. — Clearly, our family satisfies conditions (a)-(d). Fix [Be(o, i]. By (3),

there exists e>o such that if | a — ( B | < £ and \x—c^\<^ then \f^x)\<\/2. But

thereexists 8>o suchthatif |a-(B|<8 then l^-^8. Hence, if |a--(B|<min(8, e)

and \x—c^\<
z
-, then l/a'W^V^. This proves (e).

Now we take a sequence ^ and a(S) obtained in Proposition (7.6). We shall

prove that/^ satisfies (i)-(vi). As before, we denote f==f^, ^c^.

Conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied by (2), (4) and (5) (notice that (ii) means that

f\x)^o at xel\{aQ, a^ c}). Suppose that (iv) is not satisfied. Then there exists a

periodic point p of period n such that K/TO^ISi- If P=^ then by (4), f{x)<x

for all x>ao. By (5), K/2")'! has no positive strict local minima and hence there exists

an open interval J such that p is one of the endpoints ofj and o< K/2")'] <_i. We

can take as J a maximal such interval. Then the other endpoint of J is either an

endpoint of I or a point at which (/2n)' is o. In the first case we obtain a contradiction,

because /^(J) CJ and consequently [(/^'Wl^i tor every k at the endpoint x

ofj. But since /'(^o^^ no image of A: is a^. In the second case, some image ofj

is a homterval joining c with a periodic point. This contradicts Proposition (7.7).
Hence (iv) holds.

Condition (v) follows from Proposition (7.8). Condition (vi) follows from the

fact that /'(^)+o, /'(^)+o, and /"M+o (we take u==o for ^ and ^ and u=i

for c). •

8. Entropy

We still assume that/satisfies (i)-(vi). If/is also continuous then the topological

entropy of/ is equal to the topological entropy of the corresponding symbolic system

(see e.g. [6]). Here we use for coding the partition into components of I\A. There-

fore, in the case of/not necessarily continuous we can define A(/) simply as the topo-

logical entropy of the corresponding symbolic system (cf. [8]). It is easy to see that

both systems are conjugate to each other after removing a countable number of points

from both spaces. Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between probabilistic

invariant non-atomic measures, and thus the topological entropy so defined is equal
to the supremum of metric entropies.
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The goal of this section is to give necessary conditions for an absolutely continuous

measure to be a measure with maximal entropy.

The first reason why an absolutely continuous measure may be not a measure

with maximal entropy, is that it often happens that h(f\ \<h{f). This reason
was pointed out by J. Guckenheimer. v Isuppix/

j Ve'—1

Notice that if KejT, f
k
(K)=K and - 2 f*(^} is a measure with maximal

k < = = o

entropy fory, then [L^ is a measure with maximal entropy forj^.

Theorem (8.1). — Let/satisfy (i)-(vi), KejT, fk(K.)=K. If the absolutely continuous

measure [L^ is a measure with maximal entropy for fk , then for every periodic point A:eK\B of

period n for f\ K/^'WI^ where hif^ \=log (B.
\ K/

Proof. — In view of Corollary (5.5), K is a union of a finite number of intervals.

Since K is /^-invariant, we can " cut out " the gaps between them and we obtain a

piecewise continuous mapping of an interval onto itself. By Proposition (5.7)3^ is
K

strongly transitive (see [8]). By Theorem (6.3) (f), hlf^ \>_h^if^\ \>o. Hence,

by the theorem of Parry [8], f^ is conjugate to a piecewise linear mapping g such that
K

\g'\ =(B (in the case of f continuous, this follows also from [4]). Denote this conjugacy

by CT. Clearly, g satisfies (i)-(vi), and it has only one set in its cc spectral decompo-

sition 3?—the whole interval. Therefore there exists a unique ^-invariant probabilistic

d^
measure v, absolutely continuous with respect to X. Clearly — o a is continuous on K\B.

d\

Denote by x the measure (CT""1)*^), and by ^ and y the measure theoretical

jacobians of [JL^ ^d ^ respectively (see [7]). We have:

(^»A|(./')'|
(8.,) ^-"——l————,

dy-Ts.
d\

(dv \ ^
— o^ l . p — o<Jo/

I J ' \ ° I r
 J\ ~\dh ] d\

(8.2) < p = ^ J _ _ o o = P — — — — — —
av dv
—— —— 00"

d\ d-h

For every probabilistic /^-invariant measure ^ on K we have, in view of (8.2):

(8.3) flogy^^logp+flogfco^o^^-flog^oo)^
J J \d\ j J \d\ J
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In view of Theorem (4.6)5 our systems have one-sided generators, and hence (see [7])

the measure-theoretic entropy is equal to the integral of the logarithm of the measure

theoretic jacobian. Thus, by (8.3) we get:

(3.4) W
k
)-h^f

k
)=flog ̂ K-Jlog 9^

=( ^g +^K-log P)+(log P- | log 9^)= f log '^K-
\v / \ J / «/ T

If a function p belongs to L1^) then for the conditional expectation of p with respect

to the inverse image of the whole c-field under / k
, we have the formula:

^wmw= s f^
yef-WW\'{}>)

Hence:

(3.5) !^-i\d^!^-i |/-^)WK
J VP / J VP /

== 2 , ,— -T——\d[L^(x)==\( i—i)du.v=o.
J,ert/^))\y(^) )̂; w / J' ) 'K

Assume now that [L^ is a measure with maximal entropy forf
k , and that A:eK\B,

K
f^^-^x. By (8.4) and (8.5), we have cp=^ ^-almost everywhere. The whole

trajectory of x (under / k
) is disjoint from B and hence, in view of (8.1)5 (8.2) and

Theorem (6.2) (c), 9 and ^ are continuous in some neighbomhood of the trajectory

of x. Thus, they are equal on the whole trajectory of A:. Therefore by (8.1) and (8.2)

we obtain:

l(/"fc)'WI=::"^ll(/&)'(/<&W)l="^^(/t'CW)="^y(/a(x))==pM. •
i==0 i==0 i=0

9« Entropy for quadratic maps

The best known (and easiest for computations) family of maps satisfying the

hypotheses of Theorem (7.9) is the family of maps f^ : [o, i] -> [o, i] given by the

quadratic polynomials fy.{x)= 40^(1—x). Comparison of the graphs of topological

entropy [4] and the characteristic exponents [9] of these maps suggests that the only

case when the metric and topological entropies are equal is a=i. In this case they

are clearly equal since^ is smoothly conjugate to the piecewise linear map with slope ± 2.

It often happens that the topological entropy on the support of the absolutely

continuous measure is smaller that the topological entropy on the whole interval. As

J. Guckenheimer pointed out, this effect takes place e.g. when there is an interval J

containing ^( ==-) invariant under f^ and with o-th, i-st and 2-nd images disjoint.
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Then the absolutely continuous measure is supported by Ju^O^u/^J) (or even a

smaller set). But we have then hlf^ \^-log 2<log———°==A(yj. For our family
\ j/ 3 2

[ I-1-2-V/2 1
this happens for ae —————, 0.964200... (of course, we consider only those a, for

4 J
which an absolutely continuous invariant measure exists).

This effect is unavoidable for such families. However, the question remains,

what happens in the case when the support of an absolutely continuous measure is an
interval. _______

We are interested in the maps/^ for which -^|/al'~)| • Then the probabi-
2 I \

2
/ln=l

listic invariant absolutely continuous measure is unique (since Card A ==3). We

shall denote this measure by \L^. We shall use the notations of Section 7 (remember

that c^ == - for all a (.

Proposition (9.1). — The support of (JL )̂ is an interval.

Proof. — Let /=/^, b==b^, V==b^, ^==p^. In the proof of Propo-

sition (7.8) we can take as V the maximal interval with the given properties. We

have VC supp (JL and hence /^V) C supp [JL. But f2
{y)^b

f and hence f^^sb.
 slnce

there are no homtervals, there exists n such that f
n
'
ir3

(y)^-. Therefore:

SUPP ̂  [/'(;), 1^\

But this interval is invariant, and hence it must be equal to supp [L. •

We are going to show that (JL^) is not a measure with maximal entropy for an

uncountable set of sequences ^. To simplify the computations we will work first with

the equivalent family of maps ^p, where g^x)==x
2
—^, (Be[o, 2]. It is easy to check

that ga maps the interval ————— I —^-> - 1 — — 4 " into itself.6P A [ 2 2 J

Lemma (9.2). — Let 0<_^<S<^2 be such that g^ has no periodic point of prime period 3

but g^ does. Then y^^^S.

Proof. — Denote W^(x) ==g^x)—x=x
2
—x—^. It is easy to check that:

(9.1) ^W-^-VW.PpM

where

(9.2) PpW^WgW.CWpM+a^+i)^^^)^^^-!)^-!

=X6+^+{l-^xt+{I-2^+{I-^+^X2

+(I-2P+P2)^+(I-P+2P2-P3).

47
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From (9.2) it follows that if W^{x)=o then:

PpW= 2X{2X+1) +l=4X2+2X+l=y2+^+l)2>0.

Therefore x is a periodic point of prime period 3 if and only if Pp(^)=:o.

If ^I+VI+^ ,hen g,{x)=x and hence P^)>o. If ^-I±V7+^

GT ( Y'\___ y

then PJ^)==-3———=i>o. Hence, there exists ae(y, S] and:
g^x)-x

ye\
i+Vi+4^ i+Vi+4 ,a l+V l+4a\

2 2

such that P^{y)=o and P^)=o.

We also have Pa^a^-PaC^OQ) = ° ^d the points j, g^y}, g^{y) are distinct.
We have:

(^'(^-i-^W-^)' -(W^.PJ'^^o
a;=y

and hence also (^)/(^(^)==(^)'(^2(^)=I. Thus:

(W,.P,)(^(^)=(^)'(^(^))-i-(W,.PJ(^^))=o,

and analogically (W,.P,)(^(j/))=o. Consequently, Pa^aO^-Pa^O^-o.

Hence, the polynomial P^ has three double zeros. Since its degree is 6, it is a

square of a certain polynomial Q^ of degree 3. The coefficient of A;6 in P^ is i and

therefore we may assume that also the coefficient of x
3 in Q is i. Let:

Q^^+^+^+^o.

Comparing coefficients of A;5, x^, x
3 and x in P^ and Q2 we obtain:

2^ == I

2^+^==1—300

2^o+2^2= I—2a ,

2?:o?:i=l--2a+a2

1 ^ *̂  ^ I
From the first three equations we obtain successively: ^0==-, ^=-—-a, ^=^-—-a.

2 8 2 i6 4

Then from the fourth equation we get -a 2 —- / a+—=o, i.e. a=-. •
4 8 64 4

Proposition (9-3)* — ^p ̂  ^ periodic point of prime period 3 if and only if [B^-.
4

^—i
Proo/. — We get from (9.2): Po{x)==x

6
+x

6
+x^+x

3
+x

2
+x+l=———. Since

x— i
PO has no real zeros, g^ has no periodic points of prime period 3. If zeC, | z\ == i, then

2 Re(^)=(2 Re zf—2-==g^(2 Re 2'). Hence, if we take as -2: a complex root of i of

degree 7, then 2 Re 2' will be a periodic point of g^ of prime period 3.

48
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Now, if (B^- then g^ has a periodic point of prime period 3 by Lemma (9.2)

7
applied to y == P? 8=2; if (B < - then ^p has no periodic point of prime period 3 by

Lemma (9.2) applied to y==o, 8==(B. •

Since g^ is (linearily) conjugate to/^, where a=-(i +A/I+4J3), we obtain
4

Corollary (9.4). —f^hasa periodic point of prime period 3 z/ ̂ fl? o^ / o> - (i + 2 V^).
4

Z.m^ (9.5). -If a^-^i^W^ ^ ^(/^))<log I±^5.

Proof. — Let /=/^, ^==^^, By Proposition (9.1), supp [L is an interval.

Hence (see [8]),/ is conjugate to a piecewise linear map/with |/'|==(B, where
SUPP (A ^

^(/ \ =log p. It is easy to see that/is linearily conjugate to the map g given by
\ supp \J

^x if x<_i

^ ' [ ^ - x ) if x^i
/~

on some subinterval of [o, 2], containing i. Suppose that ^(/)^log^———5. Then

i+A/5 . 26 262 2(B3

P^log————. The trajectory ———g, ———g, ———^ is a periodic trajectory of prime
2 I-^ l j r^ l j r^ 26 2B2

period 3. In order to see this, it is enough to notice that ——<——<i and
2p3 & I+P3 I+P3- ————

I<^——.3<(3=^(I) . Hence/has also a periodic trajectory of prime period 3. This

contradicts Corollary (9.4). •

Theorem (9.6). — For the family {/Jae[o,i]. /aW=4^(i-^), /a: [o, i] -> [o, i],

there exists a set AC © of power the continuum such that if aeA then the absolutely continuous

measure is not a measure with maximal entropy.

Proof. — Let A be the set of all oc(y such that there exists k with the property that

all blocks of I's appearing in ^ are shorter than k.

Let aeA, /=/a, [L=[L^, b=by, V =b^ (remember that -==^cl- Since
\ 2 /

y3+2n^^^ ^ ̂  ̂

then b does not belong to {/"(-I} . Suppose that (JL is a measure with maximal
I WJn^l

entropy. Then, by Theorem (8.1), we have |/'(6)[==(3, where logp=^(/). We

have 4a&(i— b)===b, b^=o and thus 40(1—6)=i, i.e. b=i——. Then
40

(9-3) P=|/'(&)l==[4a-86a|=|4a-8a+2|=4a-2.

49
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Suppose first that a<-(i 4-2'\/2). By Lemma (9.5) we have P<^——5, and

hence by (9.3):

/^ .\ .5+^5<9-4) a<—,—.

We have 00=00(^04 and/^H-^a- Since:
\2/

^=I-^==^ and /a2M==4a!(I-a,),

ai is a zero of a polynomial Q^) == 16;c4—16;c3 +1. By (9.4), ai<5———). Since
8

/(--L-\/r.\ 7_c-\A /i\

0 .————=-————<o, Q . - -O and Q^{x) = 16^(4^-3), we must have

04=-. But /^ -j==- and hence -;<ao. Consequently, a^^ao. This contradicts
2 2\2/ 2 2

Lemma (7.4).

Suppose now that a ̂ -(1+2^/2). Then, by (9.3):
4

(9-5) (B^2A/2-i.

We have log (B=W) </,(/). Take the intervals J^l/2^^'! J^b',^-|,

- z 1 r / i \1 . L W J L ^

" " 3 ^ 5 J4=:: ^5/r I - I1 ls easy to see ^at the set of non-wandering points of
2 \ 2 /

^ . ^ ^ / — ^ , ^ ^ ... . ^. . .

h i I" /^l .
Js^ '"3 ^ 5 ]^ \^->f\ • ^t ls easy to see t

^
sLt the set of non-wandering points ofy

4

is contained in {o}u Uj^. The mapV is monotone for i=i, 2, 3, 4, and therefore
l==l j,

A(/) is equal to the topological entropy of the symbolic system obtained by coding

with respect to {JJt, (see e.g. [6]). We have /CL)Cj,uj3, /(J,) CJ,, /(J^CJ,,

J'{3^) ^ - J i ^ J z ^ J s ' Hence h{f) is not larger than the topological entropy of the topo-

(
o i i o\

logical Markov chain with the transition matrix |. The characteristic poly-
o o o i » ' '
I i i o/

nomial of this matrix is x.P{x), where P{x)•==x
3
—2x—2. Hence (B is not larger than

the largest zero of P. We have:

^^--^-^M)'

and Pf M=-4 /L^o.
3/ 3^ 3

so
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BY (9-5). (B^2V2—i> /2. Hence P(2v /2-I)<o. But:
V 3

P(2A/2—l)=l8-\/2—25>0,

a contradiction. •
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